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Doha - tough conditions! 
 

50 km men 
History was made in more ways than one in the men’s 50km racewalk 
at the IAAF World Athletics Championships Doha 2019 as Saturday 
(28) merged into Sunday (29) September. 
 
Yusuke Suzuki became the first Japanese racewalker to win a world 
title, making a bold move in the early stages to build a lead that 
largely went unchallenged. 
 
Portugal’s Joao Vieira, making his 11th World Championships 
appearance at the age of 43, came through to finish second, 
becoming the oldest medallist ever at the World Championships, and 
a fast-finishing Evan Dunfee took bronze – nearly catching Vieira 
before the line – to become Canada’s first ever medallist in the 50 km 
racewalk. 
 
Suzuki made an early move, striding into the lead after just a couple 
of minutes while most of the rest of the field were content to take it 
easy during the early stages while they got a feel for the conditions. 
 
Suzuki’s lead started to grow with each kilometre, but no one was 
willing to go with him as he led by 10 seconds through the first 10 km. 
Defending champion Yohann Diniz, however, wasn’t going to 
relinquish his title without a fight and the Frenchman caught up with 
Suzuki at 10 km, reached in 49:11. 
 
The share of the lead didn’t last long, though, and Diniz dropped back 
down the field over the next few kilometres, unable to match the calm 
and focused Suzuki. Olympic champion Matej Toth and Mexico’s 
Isaac Palma were among those who tried to pursue Suzuki during 
the first half but no one was able to get close. 
 
By the time Suzuki reached 20km in 1:37:35 – some 21 minutes shy 
of his world record for that distance – his lead had grown to two 
minutes, while Norway’s Havard Haukenes and China’s Wang Qin 
formed the chase duo. 
 
Suzuki passed through the half way point in 2:01:07. It may have 
suggested a finishing time outside four hours, but Suzuki still looked 
composed, showing no signs of fatigue – unlike several others behind 
him, who were either starting to drop out, or losing form and picking 
up red cards. 
 
Ecuador’s Claudio Villanueva made a brief bid to challenge Suzuki 
and breezed through the field into second place, but he soon paid for 
his extravagant move and dropped back down the pecking order 
before eventually withdrawing. 
 
In the second half, China’s Luo Yadong and Niu Wenbin worked 
together to move into second and third place while Suzuki continued 
to lead, looking every bit the potential champion as his lead peaked at 
3:34 at the 35 km point. 
 
By this point, Vieira had started to make his move and found himself 
in fourth place after Toth withdrew and Haukenes had to spend five 
minutes in the pit lane. The Norwegian was later disqualified after 
picking up a fourth red card. 
 
Having tracked Ireland’s Brendan Boyce for much of the way, Dunfee 
moved into sixth place behind European champion Maryan 
Zakalnytskyy but was still the best part of two minutes shy of a 
medal position. 
 
 

 
 
Luo was the first of the Chinese duo to struggle, allowing Vieira to 
move into third place. Niu, however, was sitting on two red cards and 
so had to be careful for the remainder of the race. 
 
Suzuki showed his first signs of stress just before 44 km when he 
stopped at the fuelling tables, slowing to a regular walk. But he soon 
got back into his stride and his leading margin was big enough that 
Niu barely made a dent on it. 
 
Further back, Luo continued to struggle and was passed by Dunfee, 
who by now was beginning to pick up pace and was in fourth place, 
about a minute behind Vieira. 
 
Suzuki stopped again one lap later and then again for a third time 
after another circuit of the two-kilometre loop along Doha’s Corniche. 
But with Niu now in trouble, Suzuki remained a comfortable leader. 
 
The most significant moves of the race came on the final lap as Vieira 
overtook Niu to move into second place, then Dunfee went past the 
Chinese race walker. Out in front, though, Suzuki was away and clear 
and crossed the finish line in 4:04:20. 
 
The 31-year-old had moved up to the 50 km just earlier this year, 
having had mixed fortunes at 20 km over the past decade. He was a 
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distant 39th at the 2009 World Championships, just missed out on a 
medal in 2011, placed 12th in 2013 having set a national record 
earlier in the year, and then failed to finish in 2015, just months after 
breaking the world record. 
 
After a two-year injury spell from 2016-2017, he returned to action last 
year and reached top form in 2019, culminating in his first senior 
global title. 
 
“Finally, I got the gold I’ve been dreaming about for so many 
years,” said Suzuki. “I couldn’t compete for the past three years, 
but today was my moment of glory.” 
 

Results 
 

 
Source: IAAF Website 

 

Vieira held on to take the silver medal in 4:04:59, finishing just three 
seconds ahead of bronze medallist Dunfee. 
 
“This is the best medal of my athletics career in the hardest race 
I have ever done across all of my 11 World Championships 
appearances,” said Vieira. “Many people didn’t believe I could 
ever get this far, but I never stopped dreaming.” 
 
Dunfee pointed to Canada’s racewalking history and paid tribute to 
his former training partners, 2015 world 20 km bronze medallist Ben 
Thorne and national 20 km record-holder Inaki Gomez. “This medal 
is as much theirs as it is mine,” said Dunfee, who turned 29 on 
Saturday (28). “We did so many things together. My coach Gerry 
Dragomir and I have been together for 19 years, so it’s nice to 
finally get this medal. This belongs to so many people.” 
 
Niu and Luo finished fourth and fifth in 4:05:36 and 4:06:49 
respectively. Ireland’s Brendan Boyce moonwalked over the line to 
place sixth in 4:07:47. 
 
Spain’s 1993 world champion Jesus Angel Garcia – who, at 49, was 
making a record 13th appearance at the World Championships – 
finished eighth in 4:11:28. 

Source: Jon Mulkeen, IAAF Website (edited) 
 

It is easy for us readers, most of whom have not walked a a 50km 
race at any level – let alone at the highest level of international 
competition to gloss over some of Dunfee’s words. But look carefully 
at what he says regarding the National support, and the support of his 
coach. If you watched the event you may have been stunned by the 
support that the top finishers did get – and this is only the tip of the 
iceberg. Most of them are full time athletes with the full weight 
(Financial and knowledge) of their countries backing them up. Does 
South Africa do the same for its athletes? –Ed. 

 
 

Disappointed! 
 
Although his 24th position is the best of his career at an International 
event, Marc Mundell is bitterly disappointed to have raced so poorly 
and sacrificed a golden opportunity to do significantly better. 
 
“I was confident going into the race that the conditions were 
going to be terrible and that the race would be all about 
suffering” Marc recounts. Accordingly much of his training lent itself 
towards that theme. Marc knew that he needed to be well prepared 
and to dig deep in the conditions He felt that if he could hang in 
throughout, he would be in contention for the best finishing position of 
his career, as many athletes would be forced to stop between 30km 
and 40km. This materialized, however Marc was unable to capitalize! 
 
“I am extremely grateful to my wife for her financial backing and 
support and to my dad, Oliver Mundell that provided coaching 
assistance throughout my build up.  It is always a privilege to 
represent South Africa internationally. “ 
 
In his build up to the 2012 Olympics, Marc’s message was that he 
hoped it didn't take another 52 years for South African male walkers 
to get to the Olympics and by Rio, Wayne and Lebo both had the 
chance. However Marc is disheartened by the lack of support 
provided to South African racewalking, with only Wayne currently 
qualified for Tokyo.  
 
Marc did not have the best build-up to the race after qualifying in 
March. He made two trips to South Africa from Canada to spend time 
with his ailing mom, before returning in late August for her memorial. 
Marc also sustained a bad toe injury in May which curtailed much of 
his preparation window and hampered his volume build up. 
Nevertheless Marc felt in good shape to be competitive in Doha if 
selected to represent South Africa. Unfortunately the team 
announcement was left to the last minute and Marc heard on social 
media on 17

th
 September that he had been selected. Marc paid for his 

own support team to assist him with qualifying in March - and he had 
to do it again at the World Championships!  

POS BIB ATHLETE COUNTRY MARK

1 1236 Yusuke SUZUKI JPN 04:04:20

2 1573 João VIEIRA POR 04:04:59

3 404 Evan DUNFEE CAN 04:05:02

4 461 Wenbin NIU CHN 04:05:36

5 460 Yadong LUO CHN 04:06:49

6 1067 Brendan BOYCE IRL 04:07:46

7 905 Carl DOHMANN GER 04:10:22

8 655 Jesús Ángel GARCÍA ESP 04:11:28

9 1825 Maryan ZAKALNYTSKYY UKR 04:12:28

10 1613 Narcis Stefan MIHAILA ROU 04:13:56

11 1502 Quentin REW NZL 04:15:54

12 1709 Ato IBAÑEZ SWE 04:17:04

13 1523 Rafał AUGUSTYN POL 04:20:25

14 396 Mathieu BILODEAU CAN 04:21:13

15 1357 Artur MASTIANICA LTU 04:21:54

16 1082 Michele ANTONELLI ITA 04:22:20

17 991 Alexandros PAPAMICHAIL GRE 04:22:39

18 1396 Horació NAVA MEX 04:24:16

19 674 Marc TUR ESP 04:24:38

20 735 Jarkko KINNUNEN FIN 04:25:36

21 1341 Arnis RUMBENIEKS LAT 04:28:18

22 1524 Artur BRZOZOWSKI POL 04:30:17

23 914 Jonathan HILBERT GER 04:30:43

24 1635 Marc MUNDELL RSA 04:41:39

25 1816 Valeriy LІTANYUK UKR 04:42:18

26 1023 Bence VENYERCSÁN HUN 04:45:04

27 1231 Hayato KATSUKI JPN 04:46:10

28 1536 Rafał SIKORA POL 04:50:08

822 Cameron CORBISHLEY GBR DQ

1482 Håvard HAUKENES NOR DQ

844 Dominic KING GBR DQ

1343 Ruslans SMOLONSKIS LAT DQ

1813 Ivan BANZERUK UKR DNF

1083 Teodorico CAPORASO ITA DNF

623 Andrés CHOCHO ECU DNF

652 José Ignacio DÍAZ ESP DNF

764 Yohann DINIZ FRA DNF

275 Dzmitry DZIUBIN BLR DNF

1020 Máté HELEBRANDT HUN DNF

1233 Tomohiro NODA JPN DNF

1397 Isaac PALMA MEX DNF

738 Veli-Matti PARTANEN FIN DNF

931 Nathaniel SEILER GER DNF

1701 Matej TÓTH SVK DNF

626 Claudio Paulino VILLANUEVA FLORES ECU DNF

471 Qin WANG CHN DNF
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Marc, his wife, Jo and Dad, Oliver 

 
 
“It remains such an uphill battle competing against international 
athletes that are funded by their national/Olympic federations to 
attend training camps and receive medical support whilst.” 
 
It would have been wonderful for Marc to have the resources 
available to attend altitude training camp or heat acclimatization 
camps or train with others, but that was unfortunately not the case. 
 

Marc and Jo supporting the rest of the SA Team 

 
  

The Race 
Marc tells that it was a real adjustment arriving to the heat and 
humidity of Doha. This was his first ever race starting at 23:30 and he 
tried some preparation activities that didn't work out well and 
unfortunately paid the price during the race. Although Marc felt that he 
had eaten correctly during the day, he battled with nausea and had 
two toilet breaks during the race.  
 
“I had tried to sleep in the afternoon, following my plan, but just 
stared at my eyelids for a couple of hours. I was just too excited 
to race and wasted so much emotional energy during the 
afternoon and I was unable to maintain the intensity through to 
4am. That was a learning curve.” 
 

Cool for just a moment! 

 
Marc deliberately started off slowly and right at the back of the race 
but his heart rate was elevated from the very beginning. He was 
walking slower than anticipated and feeling terrible at 6km. At that 
point Marc realised that he was in for a huge struggle and he suffered 
for the remainder of the race in the challenging conditions which 
resulted in more than 1/4 of the 46 starters not finishing. Marc poured 
water over his head and shoulders at the water stations every +-
700m, but never felt cooled down. The ice packs melted away within 
the 2km loop which was challenging. 
 
“I was gutted and deflated by my performance. It was the worst 
race of my career and I felt horrible throughout the race, ending 
in 4:41. Although I finished 24th, the best position of my 
international career, I sacrificed a golden opportunity to do 
significantly better. “ 
 
Marc was so dehydrated that he was admitted to the medical tent, 
where there was no SA team management or SA medical team to 
assist him in the medical care, which could have been disastrous. 
 

The Future 
Marc plans 2020 to be his final season and is hopeful of making it to 
Tokyo.  
 
“I hope to qualify in March or at the latest at the World Cup in 
Belarus next May but will need to improve on my African record 
to do so.” 
 
Sadly, despite having had four Olympians in 2016, It remains 
impossible for any South African to qualify in South Africa for major 
international racewalking championship events (World 
Championships / Olympics) as the race walking committee does not 
provide opportunities to race with three international judges for either 
20km or 50km athletes. Racewalking remains the only event in South 
African athletics where it is impossible to qualify in South Africa.  
 

Time to get on with life 
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Marc you are seen as a real figurehead in South African racewalking, 
and even outside of the sport I am often asked about you. I really 
hope for all of us that you are selected next year and that you achieve 
results that are satisfying to you – you have the support of 
racewalkers throughout the country - Ed 

 
NOTE 

Marc is currently enrolled for a 15 month Master of Advanced 
Studies in Sport Administration and Technology in Lausanne in 
Switzerland. The degree is endorsed by the International Olympic 
Committee and is targeted at candidates who have a university 
degree and previous work experience but wish to re-orientate their 
career in the sports industry. 
 
Marc recently won a scholarship to the prestigious degree. In the 
newscast of the scholarship award (https://aists.org/news-
events/olympic-race-walker-marc-mundell-awarded-aists-athlete-
scholarship/) Marc is quoted as follows: 
 
“I want to retire from race walking having fulfilled a childhood 
dream and achieved all that I am capable of as an athlete,” says 
Marc. “I want to dream new dreams with my wife and raise 
children who are inspired to chase their own goals. And I want to 
work in global international events as a sports consultant, and to 
ultimately be a chef de mission of an international or Olympic 
team.” 
 
 

50 km Women 
 

For an event that has a reputation for being so unpredictable – 
especially when combined with challenging conditions – the women’s 
50 km racewalk went largely to the formbook. China’s former world 
record-holder Liang Rui, winner at the IAAF World Racewalking 
Team Championships Taicang 2018, added another gold medal to 
her collection by winning the title in 4:23:26. Teammate Li Maocuo 
followed three minutes later to take the silver medal in 4:26:40 while 
Italy’s European record-holder Eleonora Giorgi took the bronze 
medal in 4:29:13.The eventual medallists were always near the front 
of the pack, passing through 5 km together in 27:46 before reaching 
10 km in 55:18, joined by defending champion Ines Henriques. The 
lead quartet remained together for another few laps before Giorgi 
began to lose contact with the others shortly before the halfway point,  
 
Liang started to make a move and opened a gap on Li. Henriques, 
meanwhile, was unable to match the pace of the leader and dropped 
back to fourth place behind Giorgi. Over the course of the remaining 
20 kilometres, the positions of the top three didn’t change, just the 
gap between them. By 40 kilometres, Liang had extended her lead to 
99 seconds while Li had a comfortable three-minute margin over 
Giorgi. Henriques, meanwhile, continued to struggle and eventually 
withdrew with Ukraine’s Olena Sobchuk taking up fourth place. 
 
Liang, who has a best of 4:04:36, forged on ahead and eventually 
crossed the line in 4:23:26 to become the first Chinese athlete, man 
or woman, to win a world title in the 50 km race walk. 
 
"We all tried our best to finish this race which was very tough,” 
said Liang. “My coach told me to start slowly and use the ice. I 
think it helped a lot.” 
 
Li took silver in 4:26:40 with Giorgi earning bronze in 4:29:13.  
 
“The time was not important today,” said Giorgi. “I felt like a 
warrior.” 
 
Sobchuk finished fourth in 4:33:38 from China’s Ma Faying. 
 
When the women’s 50 km race walk made its debut at the World 
Championships in 2017, just four of the seven athletes finished. In 
Doha, however, there were 24 starters and 15 finishers. 

Source: Jon Mulkeen, IAAF Website (edited) 
 
 

Results 

 
Source: IAAF Website 

 

20km Men 

 
Photo: Roger Sedres 

POS BIB ATHLETE COUNTRY MARK

1 492 Rui LIANG CHN 04:23:26

2 491 Maocuo LI CHN 04:26:40

3 1126 Eleonora Anna GIORGI ITA 04:29:13

4 1846 Olena SOBCHUK UKR 04:33:38

5 499 Faying MA CHN 04:34:56

6 1853 Khrystyna YUDKINA UKR 04:36:00

7 627 Magaly BONILLA ECU 04:37:03

8 685 Júlia TAKÁCS ESP 04:38:20

9 631 Paola PÉREZ ECU 04:38:54

10 679 Maria JUÁREZ ESP 04:39:28

11 1245 Masumi FUCHISE JPN 04:41:02

12 300 Nastassia YATSEVICH BLR 04:44:01

13 285 Nadzeya DARAZHUK BLR 04:47:26

14 995 Angeliki MAKRI GRE 04:54:09

15 1581 Mara RIBEIRO POR 04:58:44

16 352 Elianay PEREIRA BRA 05:11:26

17 1954 Katie BURNETT USA 05:23:05

1116 Mariavittoria BECCHETTI ITA DNF

1121 Nicole COLOMBI ITA DNF

1702 Mária CZAKOVÁ SVK DNF

1579 Inês HENRIQUES POR DNF

1837 Valentyna MYRONCHUK UKR DNF

556 Ivana RENIĆ CRO DNF

747 Tiia KUIKKA FIN DNS
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Japan completed a men’s race walking double at the IAAF World 
Athletics Championships Doha 2019 courtesy of a commanding 
performance by world leader Toshikazu Yamanishi. The 23-year-old 
seized control of the race between 7 and 8 km and never relinquished 
his advantage as he tamed the hot and humid conditions to strike 
gold in 1:26:34. 
 
Vasily Mizinov, the authorised neutral athlete, stormed home with a 
final 5km split of 20:53 to grab silver. Perseus Karlstrom, who 
mounted a strong challenge in the third quarter of the race to close 
Yamanishi, earned Sweden its first men's race walking medal at a 
World Championships by taking bronze in 1:27:00. 
 
The 52-man field set out on Friday (at 11.30pm) on the Corniche, 
covering 20 one-kilometre loops in temperatures of 32

o
C and 73% 

humidity. 
 
Sensibly the field adopted a cautious approach, covering the first 5km 
in 22:25 led by Australia’s Olympic bronze medallist Dane Bird-
Smith. 
 
The first significant moves were made by Great Britain’s 2016 world 
U20 10,000m race walk champion Callum Wilkinson and China’s 
Asian Games champion Wang Kaihua, who opened up a handy gap 
on the field just beyond quarter distance. 
 
Wang had opened up a 40-metre advantage but Yamanishi, who 
earlier this year recorded the fourth fastest time in history (1:17:15), 
was first to respond to the Chinese athlete’s thrust. 
 
The Japanese race walker, put together back-to-back 4:15 kilometre 
splits to glide past Wang and by 9km held a 13-second lead on the 
following group. 
 
Yamanishi walked through the 10 km mark in 46:06, some 17 
seconds clear of the chasing pack. By 12km Yamanishi’s advantage 
had been trimmed to 12 seconds. By 15km (1:05:28) the lead was 
back up to 15 seconds. Behind, Karlstrom put the hammer down 
following a 4:07 one kilometre split to open up a clear 12-second 
advantage on Salih Korkmuz, who now held third. The 29-year-old 
Swede briefly offered hope he could bridge the gap on the long-time 
leader and at 16km the advantage was reduced to 13 seconds. 
 
However, Karlstrom had over-exerted himself in pursuit of gold and by 
the 18km checkpoint – reached in 1:18:03 by the Japanese athlete – 
his lead was now 25 seconds and the Swede had a flying Mizinov just 
nine seconds adrift. By 19km the authorised neutral athlete had 
moved into second. 
 
In splendid isolation and just a few minutes before 1am local time 
Yamanishi completed the 20km in 1:26:34. It was the first time since 
Spain's double triumph in 1993 that one nation had snared both 
men’s race walking titles at a World Championships. 
 
Mizinov was rewarded with silver in 1:26:49 with Karlstrom (1:27:00) 
claiming Sweden’s first race walking medal since Madelin Svensson 
grabbed the women’s 10km silver in 1991. 
 
“It was good and helpful for me to receive some advice from 
Suzuki," he said. "I used a towel around my neck, and it made 
the race a bit easier. When I started to speed up after 7km I 
expected athletes to follow me. I was surprised and lucky 
nobody did. I wanted to walk faster in the final 3km but it was 
impossible. I hope this medal will give me a lot more confidence 
for Tokyo.” 
 
Behind the podium finishers, Germany’s Christopher Linke, who was 
ninth at halfway, finished strongly to place fourth in 1:27:19. Korkmaz 
produced a best ever finish for Turkey at a World Championships 
race walk in fifth (1:27:35) with Great Britain’s Tom Bosworth 
achieving the same feat for his country in placing seventh (1:29:34). 
Sandwiched between the pair was the second Japanese race walker, 
Ikeda, in 1:29:02. 
 

Of the 52 starters, a total of 40 men completed the race. Seven 
competitors did not finish and five race walkers were disqualified. 

 
Source: Steve Landells for the IAAF (edited) 

 

Tough races make tough athletes 
Wayne Snyman 

The conditions were hot and humid. Something I have never felt 
before! It was like opening an oven and standing with your face in the 
heat. Even the wind was hot. So there was no way of cooling down 
anywhere. The week before the race went well, but you sweat so 
much during an easy training session, that it is hard to get back what 
you’ve lost so fast.  

 
 
The race started relatively slow (as per normal races) and I felt 
completely in control. The splits were around 4:30 per km and it didn’t 
feel hard. I drank well and water over my head felt good.  
 
Around 7km suddenly my body just gave up. My splits fell from 4:31 
to 4:56 in just one kilometre and I knew I was in trouble. I tried 
slowing down my thoughts and drinking process but in that heat, you 
need to know what to do. From 8km on it just got worse and worse.  
 
At 12k I had to make a call to bail out or stay and fight because I 
saw someone passing out right in-front of my eyes. It was getting 
dangerous. I fought with everything I had to survive. Every lap I had to 
think, water table, drinks, support, water table, turn and lap. It was 
extremely hard, harder than I have ever imagined. But, I finished and I 
am proud of myself pulling myself through probably the worse race in 
my career. Tough races make tough athletes. 

Source: Wayne Snyman 
 

All the best for your races in China Wayne, you have the thoughts of 
all SA racewalkers behind you in this challenge! Ed. 
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Results 

 

20km Women 
Having only just returned this season from a two-year maternity 
break, 32-year-old Liu Hong landed her third world 20km race walk 
title, looking every bit as dominant as she did when winning her 
previous major gold medals. 
 
It was also the first time one nation had swept the medals in a 
women’s race walking event at the World Championships as her 
Chinese teammates Qieyang Shenjie and Yang Liujing followed her 
across the finish line. But it was only in the last few kilometres that the 
Chinese trio emerged as the likely medallists as they had several 
other athletes for company up until that point. 
 
Unsurprisingly, the pace for the opening laps of the one-kilometre 
circuit on Doha’s Corniche was comfortable for most of the leading 
contenders and a large lead pack of about 20 women passed through 
five kilometres in 24:01. 
 
Liu, Qieyang and Yang were joined in that lead pack by a fourth 
Chinese race walker, Yang Jiayu, a wild card entrant as the 
defending champion, along with the likes of world leader Glenda 
Morejon of Ecuador, Turkish teenager Meryem Bekmez, Pan-
American champion Sandra Arenas of Colombia and South 
American record-holder Erica De Sena of Brazil. 
 
Shortly before seven kilometres, Australia’s rising talent Katie 
Hayward was the first race walker to be shown their fourth red paddle 
and she was duly disqualified. The lead pack started to thin out after 
eight kilometres, which was covered in 38:31. A few minutes later, 
Liu, Qieyang and Morejon moved to the front and stretched out the 
pack, leaving just nine women in the lead group as they reached the 
half-way point in 47:51. 
 
De Sena was next to make a move, darting into the lead as they 
approached 11 kilometres, forcing Germany’s Saskia Feige off the 
back of the pack. The Chinese quartet soon caught up with De Sena, 
but it soon became clear that the pace wasn’t going to drop and the 
race was turning into a war of attrition. 
 
The next few kilometres were each covered within 4:40. With 15km 
reached in 1:11:02, Arenas was struggling to match the pace of the 
leaders and the Colombian started to drop away from the pack. 
Qieyang, meanwhile, continued to lead with her Chinese teammates 
close by. 
 
The racing ramped up at about 17km when Qieyang and Liu started 
to pull away slightly from the others. De Sena started to show her first 
signs of distress, while Yang Liujing and Yang Jiayu didn’t seem 
capable of matching the speed their compatriots were producing. 
 
Liu made her first bid for glory with a lap to go, having covered the 
18th kilometre in 4:24. Moments later, Yang Jiayu was disqualified 
and had to step off the course, ending her hopes of a second 
successive medal. 
 
It left three Chinese women out in front with De Sena trying her best 
to stay close to third-place Yang Liujing. As the final laps progressed, 
the gaps between the leading trio opened up, thanks in part to Liu’s 
penultimate kilometre of 4:17. She closed with an even quicker 
kilometre of 4:09, giving her a final 5km split of 21:51. 
 
Liu crossed the line victorious in 1:32:54 to win a record third world 
20km race walk title. Qieyang (1:33:10) and Yang (1:33:17) 
completed the historic podium sweep for China. Following the 
country's 1-2 finish in the 50km event 24 hours prior, it meant China 
won five of the six medals on offer in women's race walking events in 
Doha. 
 
As was the case at the 2017 World Championships in London, De 
Sena and Arenas finished fourth and fifth respectively. 
 
Despite the 31

o
C heat and 75% humidity, 38 of the 46 athletes 

completed the race. Three were disqualified and three did not finish. 
Source: Jon Mulkeen for the IAAF 

POS BIB ATHLETE COUNTRY MARK

1 1244 Toshikazu YAMANISHI JPN 01:26:34

2 117 Vasiliy MIZINOV ANA 01:26:49

3 1710 Perseus KARLSTRÖM SWE 01:27:00

4 920 Christopher LINKE GER 01:27:19

5 1776 Salih KORKMAZ TUR 01:27:35

6 1213 Koki IKEDA JPN 01:29:02

7 818 Tom BOSWORTH GBR 01:29:34

8 470 Kaihua WANG CHN 01:29:52

9 479 Jiaxing YIN CHN 01:29:53

10 1237 Eiki TAKAHASHI JPN 01:30:04

11 1359 Marius ŽIUKAS LTU 01:30:22

12 1005 Érick Bernabé BARRONDO GUA 01:30:40

13 318 Caio BONFIM BRA 01:31:32

14 1112 Massimo STANO ITA 01:31:36

15 158 Dane BIRD-SMITH AUS 01:32:11

16 762 Kevin CAMPION FRA 01:32:16

17 924 Hagen POHLE GER 01:32:20

18 623 Andrés CHOCHO ECU 01:32:49

19 1266 Georgiy SHEIKO KAZ 01:32:53

20 1398 Julio César SALAZAR MEX 01:33:02

21 1329 Byeongkwang CHOE KOR 01:33:10

22 662 Álvaro MARTÍN ESP 01:33:20

23 624 Brian Daniel PINTADO ECU 01:33:48

24 760 Gabriel BORDIER FRA 01:34:06

25 1093 Matteo GIUPPONI ITA 01:34:29

26 661 Miguel Ángel LÓPEZ ESP 01:35:00

27 1044 Irfan KOLOTHUM THODI IND 01:35:21

28 1817 Ivan LOSEV UKR 01:35:42

29 1516 Luis Henry CAMPOS PER 01:37:20

30 1822 Viktor SHUMIK UKR 01:37:23

31 1069 Alex WRIGHT IRL 01:37:33

32 1540 Dawid TOMALA POL 01:38:15

33 1276 Samuel Ireri GATHIMBA KEN 01:40:45

34 1824 Eduard ZABUZHENKO UKR 01:41:04

35 657 Diego GARCÍA ESP 01:41:14

36 1048 Devender SINGH IND 01:41:48

37 1331 Hyunsub KIM KOR 01:42:13

38 1640 Wayne SNYMAN RSA 01:43:57

39 338 Moacir ZIMMERMANN BRA 01:44:16

40 277 Aliaksandr LIAKHOVICH BLR 01:44:25

1006 José Alejandro BARRONDO GUA DQ

531 Jhon Alexander CASTAÑEDA COL DQ

1394 José LEYVER MEX DQ

1517 José Carlos MAMANI PER DQ

853 Callum WILKINSON GBR DQ

622 José Mauricio ARTEAGA ECU DNF

903 Nils BREMBACH GER DNF

453 Zelin CAI CHN DNF

162 Rhydian COWLEY AUS DNF

1007 José María RAYMUNDO GUA DNF

1399 Carlos SÁNCHEZ CANTERA MEX DNF

2031 Richard VARGAS VEN DNF

404 Evan DUNFEE CAN DNS

1110 Giorgio RUBINO ITA DNS
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A word of advice from the inimitable Jürgen Spencer 
 
There are five areas where we as racewalkers should make 
improvements: technique, endurance, speed, flexibility and strength, 
with primary importance being placed on technique. You might agree 
with me when I say: - “easier said than done”. 
 
How do walkers without access to good technique coaching find out 
that they have a problem? 
 
Perhaps from video tapes, uninformed teammates, fellow walkers, 
friends, parents and family members, watching for telltale indicators of 
technique faults? In general walkers are unaware of faults until they 
receive a red card or disqualification from the judges, or once the 
“problem” causes an injury. 
 
My advice is to look out from time to time for a ‘qualified technique 
coach’ and ask for possible solutions on where technique 
changes/improvements could be of benefit. 
 
We should all be aware of the benefits of all known technique drills 
and diligently practice them after every warm-up before racing and 
before training. 
 
What are typical technique faults and/or technique specifics likely to 
prevent us from becoming better, faster and more 
efficient/economical racewalkers? 
 
Here is one that comes to mind, basically a posture problem, a 
technique, by many of us average walkers not easily understood. 
 
I have often criticized walkers leaning forward where the lean 
originates at the waist. This lean is a no-no. 
 
Advice from any book and any coach, is that the lean should come 
from the ankles and not the upper body. 
 
Poor posture causes early fatigue. Leaning forward from the waist, is 
bad. Leaning back, is also not ok. A straight posture, is ok. A slight 
lean forward of 2 to 5° from the ankles, is better. 
 
If you detect such posture walking issues in your technique and wish 
to make changes, or if you would like just a bit more information on 
the ‘forward lean’ from the ankles try the following. 
 
Stand relaxed with your feet shoulder/hip width apart. Now lean 
forward from the heels, (Keep heels firmly on the ground), until you 
need to step forward to keep you from falling. A 5° lean would be 
about half- way between vertical/straight and the ultimate point where 
you would fall on your face. 
 
Walk at a slow pace, first leaning forward and then straight or slightly 
backward. Notice how the body sensations differ in each position. 
You should observe a definite push or driving feeling when leaning 
forward, and a “reaching out” with your leading driving leg when 
leaning backwards. 
 
Remember to “Walk Tall”. A forward lean places extra stress on the 
Achilles tendon and ankles. More mobility and strength in these areas 
should be developed to master the technique. 
 
Remember any technique changes should be phased in gradually. It 
takes months, sometimes a year to perfect changes and to get it right 
eventually. 
 
For this technique improvement, try to alternate in your weekend LSD 
session a one minute “forward lean” followed by five minutes of your 
“normal style” and keep alternating. If you feel comfortable try two 
minutes of your “new style” a couple of weeks later. 

Lekker Stap 
Jürgen 

 
 
 

The Effects of Interval and Continuous Training on 
the Oxygen Cost of Running in Recreational 

Runners: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis. 

 
Fernando González-Mohíno Mayoralas, Jordan Santos-

Concejero Inmaculada Yustres, Jose Maria Gonzalez Rave.  
 

Extract from Abstract 
Background Oxygen cost of running is largely influenced by 
endurance training strategies, including interval and continuous 
training. However, which training method better reduces the oxygen 
cost remains unknown.  
Objective This study aimed to systematically review the scientific 
literature and performs a meta-analysis to address the effects of 
different endurance training modalities on the oxygen cost of running. 
Methods A literature search on was conducted. Six studies (seven 
trials) met the inclusion criteria and were included in the meta-
analysis. This resulted in 295 participants (n = 200 INT; n = 95 CON 
training method). To assess the potential effects of moderator 
variables (such as, age, VO2max of participants, number of weeks of 
intervention) on main outcome (oxygen cost of running), subgroup 
analyses were performed. Results Comparing changes from pre- to 
post-intervention, oxygen cost improved to a greater extent in CON 
when compared to INT interventions. Oxygen cost improvements 
were larger in participants with higher VO2max (≥ 52.3 ml kg⁻¹ min⁻¹) 
and in programs greater or equal to 8 weeks. When the total volume 
per week of INT was ≥ 23.2 min, there was a significant improvement 
favourable to CON.  
 
Conclusion Continuous training seems, overall, a better strategy 
than interval training to reduce the oxygen cost in recreational 
endurance runners. However, oxygen cost reductions are influenced 
by several variables including the duration of the program, runners’ 
aerobic capacity, the intervals duration and the volume of interval 
training per week. Practitioners and coaches should construct training 
programs that include both endurance training methods shown to be 
effective in reducing the oxygen cost of running. 

Source: Sports Medicine, October 2019. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
By now you all know that the ASA 50 km championships and 
interprovincial competition will be held on the 16

th
 November at the 

Tuks Racewalking track in Pretoria. Although there is little time for 
preparation it seems that all is going well and that you will have an 
absolutely spectacular event to attend! 
 
The pre-race meeting for officials and team Management is 
scheduled to take place at the Tuks clubhouse located at the Tuks 
Bestmed Sports complex.  
 

IMPORTANT NOTE 
If you are not selected by your province to represent the province at 
the interprovincial competition, you may still take part in the race! 
However to do so you MUST contact your provincial office and be 
entered through them. The entry forms are at provincial offices and all 
entrants must be entered through the province either as part of the 
provincial team or as unselected athletes. 
 

See the ‘Team Manual” for further detail. 
 

Looking forward to seeing you there! 
 
 
 
 

 

Research 

50km CHAMPS and 20km Interprovincial 

Coach’sCorner 
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IOC moves 2020 Olympic racewalking and 
marathon events to Sapporo 

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) announced that it is 
planning to move the Olympic marathon and race walking events to 
Sapporo on the northern Island of Hokkaido, the host city of the 
Winter Olympic Games in 1972. This should mean significantly lower 
temperatures for the athletes. 
 
The move has drawn varying responses including quite a lot of anger 
due to athletes and their families already having made travel 
arrangements and bookings for the Olympics. Now there is likely to 
be significant cost to try to change these arrangements. Evan Dunfee 
the Canadian hope in the 2020 Olympics tweeted: 
 
“Hey, @iaaforg @iocmedia I’m assuming this means you’ll be paying 
for my family and friends flights and accommodations who have 
already booked for Tokyo? 
This breaks my heart and is poised to ruin my Olympic experience. 
Was there ANY consultation with athletes over this?” 

 

EMACS 
Celeste Scheepers 

EMACS is now something of the past, but once again a real 
education. What a struggle to get onto the start list! After submitting 
my entry documentation plus that of SAMA, my name appeared, 
awaiting confirmation.  Just a week before the Champs, my Swedish 
teammates alerted me that it was no longer there! Upon enquiry, the 
chief organiser ensured me that it would be there when the races 
start.  It was still not there when I arrived at Jesolo.  I waited for over 2 
hours, and was then given a number without my name or age printed 
on it.  Not a good start!  
 
Bus services were efficient, as the 3 venues were about 20km apart.  
 

 
 
Race day - races started 25 minutes late, suffice to say that warming 
up was now nul en void.  My 2 Swedish team mates were in the same 
race as I, one being the Swedish champion since she was a little girl, 
with the most beautiful technique. After meticulous effort from my 
'coach", my own technique had improved considerably and I had not 
received any cautions this past season. Despite this, the Italian 
judges were clearly not satisfied, and I received a red paddle (DQ) 
towards the end of the race.  When I recovered sufficiently to return to 
the grandstand, I was astounded to find that Ellinor had also received 
a DQ.    

 
On the day of the 10km race it was extremely hot.  All the females 
started together, again after a 25 minute delay.  A scary experience!! 
But all's well that ends well, and I finished in 6th place, really chuffed 
with myself. (01:01:54). We went to the golf course straight away to 

celebrate the elation, just as we did to drown the sorrow of the red 
card earlier.  
 
From now onwards, is treadmill for the next 7 months, as it is too cold 
for me to train outside, and I don’t have time during peak daylight.  
 
Sweden is tough in terms of racewalking training and participation; it 
is extraordinary that they have 3 brilliant Olympians.  My Swedish 
racewalking family is fantastic and they had embraced and accepted 
me wonderfully.  Three weeks ago we raced in a small town called 
Tibro, with 11000 inhabitants. On Saturday we did a 3000m on 
asphalt, and on the Sunday, during a magnificent thunder and 
lightning rainstorm.  The organisers' hospitality knows no boundaries. 
As is customary, we had the 'cameradsmaltid' together in between the 
two race days. The officials are all really old racewalkers, tirelessly 
ploughing back into the sport – remarkable!  In this past three years, I 
have crisscrossed this beautiful and vast country to participate in 
racewalking events and experienced only goodwill. 
 

Walking in Tibro 

 
 

Slow walking at 45 'a sign of faster ageing 
 
How fast people walk in their 40s is a sign of how much their brains, 
as well as their bodies, are ageing, scientists have suggested. 
 
Using a simple test of gait speed, researchers were able to measure 
the ageing process. Not only were slower walkers' bodies ageing 
more quickly - their faces looked older and they had smaller brains. 
 
Doctors often measure gait speed to gauge overall health, particularly 
in the over-65s, because it is a good indicator of muscle strength, 
lung function, balance, spine strength and eyesight. Slower walking 
speeds in old age have also been linked to a higher risk of dementia 
and decline. 
 

'Problem sign' 
In this study, of 1,000 people in New Zealand - born in the 1970s and 
followed to the age of 45 - the walking speed test was used much 
earlier, on adults in mid-life. 
 
The study participants also had physical tests, brain function tests 
and brain scans, and during their childhood they had had cognitive 
tests every couple of years. 
 

International News and events 
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"This study found that a slow walk is a problem sign decades before 
old age," said Prof Terrie E Moffitt, lead author from King's College 
London and Duke University in the US. 
 
Even at the age of 45, there was a wide variation in walking speeds 
with the fastest moving at 2m/s (8.33min/km – ed.) at top speed 
(without running). 
 
In general, the slower walkers tended to show signs of "accelerated 
ageing" with their lungs, teeth and immune systems in worse shape 
than those who walked faster. 

Source: Philippa Roxby, Health reporter, BBC News 
 

Events (IAAF challenge events bolded) 
 April 6-12: 21st African Masters Kenya 

 May, 2020 29th IAAF World Race Walking Team Championships, 
Minsk, Belarus 

 July 17-20, 2020 18th IAAF World U20 T&F Championships, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 July 24 – Aug 9, 2020 32nd Olympic Games, Tokyo 

 July 20 – Aug 1, 2020 23rd World Masters T&F Championships, 
Toronto, Canada 

 Mar 2021 9
th
 World Masters Indoor T&F Championships, 

Edmonton, Canada 

 Aug 8-19, 2021 World University Summer Games, Chengdu, China 

 Aug 2021 (TBC) 19th IAAF World Championships in Athletics, 
Budapest, Hungary 

 Aug 6-15, 2021 (TBC) 18th IAAF World Championships in Athletics, 
Eugene, USA 

 July 18-30, 2022 XXII Commonwealth Games, Birmingham, GBR. 

 Aug 7-17, 2022 24th World Masters T&F Championships, 
Gothenburg Sweden 

Source: Heel and Toe 
 

 
 
 

I was shocked to see the news that WPA has not elected a 
racewalk commission as part of their new leadership for the 
next four year period! 

 
 
 
 

 
AGN Racewalk Commission: 

Chris Britz (Chairman, Coach) 
Chris Callaghan (Deputy Chairman, Statistics, Selection) 
Lucia Willemse (Secretary) 
Jaap Willemse (Race organiser) 
Mzwakhe Kobue (Coach, Development) 
Mariaan Serdyn (Team Captain, Finance) 
 

AGN Grands Prix dates 
6:30 23

rd
  Nov Relay Tuks RW Track  

 

 
 
 
 
It is with a measure of sadness that the racewalking community says 
“goodbye” to a ball of 50+-year-old energy, Celeste Ruck. We have 
all come to know her as someone with a positive influence, with a 
smile on her face, and a ready pose for the cameras! She is a 
fearless, brave lady, up to taking on new challenges, and ready to 
make changes if needed. Now is such a time; she has taken on a new 
challenge with open arms, not knowing what the exact outcome will 
be, but game to give it her all. No doubt she will make a success of it. 

 
She visited a medical doctor some time ago who sent a blood sample 
of Celeste’s to America for a series of tests about her physical make-
up, what diet her body would do best on, and lots more…a very 
scientific test that produced various results. One of those results 
determined what physical activity/sport, she would do best at. This 
doctor advised her to take up sprinting, rather than racewalking. Now 
I have known Celeste for many years, and this doctor’s findings are 
exactly what she has felt all along. She has repeatedly said “I’m not 
built for race-walking, I’m a sprinter” (Though I think she has done 
herself proud while racewalking. She has represented South Africa in 
Malaga in 2018, and earned herself many podium finishes at our local 
races all over South Africa!). 
 
True to Celeste’s nature, she didn’t take long to wrap her mind around 
this new challenge. She immediately went to see Len Claassen at 
Tuks and has already started training. Whether she will be doing the 
shorter sprints (100 or 200m) or the longer 400m, only time and her 
experience will tell. 
 
Celeste, thank you for the special flavour you brought to the road 
races, and track and field competitions. At least we will still see you, 
though you will be competing in different events.  
 

The whole race walking community wishes you well. 
Source: Winnie Koekemoer 

 
 
 
 
 

         Race Report: Muller Potgieter 10 km              
(15 September 2019) 

 
Separate start for walkers? No. With a double-header (10/21), I 
really don’t understand why the walkers could not have started at, 
say, 05h45. How difficult can it be? As at the previous race, it seemed 
like the runners tried their utmost to bump into us even when there 
was enough space for them to pass without bumping into us. A 
separate start would have made a huge difference. (0/5) 

AGN News  

Western Cape News 

Race Reports  

Hello to “New Beginnings”  
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Separate start for 10/21.1? No. (0/5) 
 
Prize money for walkers: No (0/5) 
 
Separate results for walkers: No. Bearing in mind that there was no 
separate start for walkers, no results for walkers, no prize money for 
walkers, maybe next year there should be no walkers? (0/5) (You will 
notice that I have voted with my feet at most road races – Ed) 
 
Start: The field was relatively small and we had the width of the 
whole street to start in, plus it filled up from the back. No problems 
here. (5/5) 
 
Route: Generally speaking, a reasonable route for walkers, with a 
few undulations. However, after posting sub 6:00/km for every km up 
to 9km, the last km suddenly took more than 7:00 to complete. Last 
year the route was also long, so this is unforgiveable. The 7km mark 
was 280 steps (yes, I counted them) after the 18km mark, but the 8 
km mark was only 98 steps after the 19km mark, yet this part of the 
route did not change for the 21km in the second lap. How is this 
possible? Please give us the correct distance! (2.5/5) 
 
Marshalling: The marshalling was really good, although not too many 
were required on this route. I did not experience any problems at all. 
(5/5) 
 
Water points: Once again, I did not make use of the water points, 
because I seldom do on a 10 km. However, from what I saw there 
were more than enough helpers and certainly enough refreshments. 
However, there was no music and no vibe, so there is room for 
improvement. (3/5) 
 
Access and parking: As always at Defence Sports Club, more than 
sufficient and safe parking and I had no problems parking or leaving 
afterwards. Excellent (5/5) 
 
Personal experience/value for money: I certainly felt better than I 
did last week as my fatigue is slowly disappearing and as I am slowly 
getting ever so slightly fitter again. I had good interaction with several 
runners along the way (after the bumpy start), but the too-long course 
spoilt it a bit as I was hoping for a certain time, which I would have 
made but for the extra distance. (4/5) 
 
Total: 24.5/50 (49%) (A poor race from a walker’s perspective, but 
that is clearly because they apparently don’t care about walkers at all. 
From a runner’s perspective, the score would have been 24.5/35 or 
70%, which paints a completely different story. 
 

 
 

Race Report: Irene Spring Run 21.1 km (29 
September 2019) 

 
Separate start for walkers? Yes. The walkers started 15 minutes 
ahead of the rest of the field, and what a difference it made. You 
could clearly see who all the walkers were and we did not have to 
share the start with all the sprinters. No bumping and jostling for 
position, just pure race walking right from the start. A good example of 
how it should be done. (5/5) 
 
Separate start for 10/21.1? No. However, bearing in mind that there 
was a separate start for walkers only, this was not an issue as you 
could clearly see who your competitors were. I therefore treat this as 
not applicable in this race. (0/0) 
Prize money for walkers: Yes, top 3 as well as good prize money in 
each age category. (5/5) 
 
Separate results for walkers: Yes. Although no distinction was 
made on the entries, before the start we were informed of the 
separate lane for walkers at the finish line. (5/5) 
Start: Since the walkers started on their own, the field filled from the 
back and runners were warned not to warm up in front of the start, the 

start was very nice and open. The fact that we started with a little bit 
of a downhill was a bonus. (5/5) 
 
Route: Generally speaking, a very good route for walkers, with a few 
slight undulations. Of course, it seemed that after 13km every km 
became longer, but that was simply because I am not yet fit enough 
for a 21km. The fact that the first runners only came past just before 
the 6km mark was also a nice experience. Personally I like the long 
dog loop on the second lap, as it gives you a good indication of who 
else is in the field and to greet friends. (5/5) 
 
Marshalling: The marshalling was really good, except that the first 
two marshals (both within the first km) were not at their post, and the 
lead bike had disappeared a few minutes before the start. I was 
walking in 7th position overall after a few hundred metres, but twice 
had to shout directions for the leaders as the marshals were AWOL. 
The rest of the route was fine. (4/5) 
 
Water points: I carried my own Energade and only took water from 
one waterpoint. Believe me, that water was close to freezing point, 
which is wonderful late in a race when you are hot. There were more 
enough refreshments for everybody, but there could have been a bit 
more music and vibe, so there is room for improvement. (4/5) 
 
Access and parking: I was quite early and had no problem finding 
parking close to the start. There really is a lot of safe parking 
available, and I had no problems parking or leaving afterwards. 
Afterwards I saw that some people did park quite far away, but that it 
is to be expected with such a large field. Excellent (5/5) 
 
Personal experience/value for money: I am slowly gaining fitness, 
but that extended only up to 13km. From 13km to 16km was a 
struggle, and then my wheels came off completely. Despite that, I still 
gained 46 seconds on the 3rd walker overall between 15km and the 
end, but I could only gain 1 second over the last km. Keith, a marshal 
along the way, also pointed out that my arms were crossing my torso, 
but that’s simply because by then I was too tired. However, I did try to 
correct that flaw and managed at least partially. I again had good 
interaction with several runners along the way. Overall, despite my 
state of unfitness, a very nice race and one that I will definitely 
support again next year. (4.5/5) 
 
Total: 42.5/45 (94%) (showing that, to my recollection, it was the best 
race to date this year. Congratulations Irene, on again presenting 
a wonderful race. 

 
 

Race Report: Phobians Capital Classic 10 km         
(5 October 2019) 

 
Separate start for walkers? No. Bearing in mind the size of the field, 
a separate start for the walkers a few minutes before the runners 
would have made a massive difference to both the walkers and the 
runners. (0/5) 
 
Separate start for 10/21.1? No. Bearing in mind the size of the field, 
the width (or lack thereof) of the road, this shouted “chaos” right from 
the start, and that’s exactly what it was, with runners and walkers 
jostling for position until well after the first corner. (0/0) 
 
Prize money for walkers: Yes, top only, but nothing in the age 
categories. (3/5) 
 
Separate results for walkers: Yes. Although no distinction was 
made on the entries, since it was a league race, there was a separate 
lane for walkers at the finish line. (5/5) 
 
Start: Way too many runners for the start. I also don’t like the idea of 
lining up and then suddenly having to move 50 or 80 metres to the 
actual start. Suddenly you lose your position you had made sure of 
getting by arriving early, and lots of pushing going on to get to the real 
start. At least everybody had to enter from behind and we started 
downhill, for all of about 70 metres, but still nice. (3/5) 
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Route: Generally speaking, a very challenging route for walkers, with 
no hills too steep and, if you were fit enough, you could maintain 
correct technique throughout. The downhills were also not too steep. 
So, challenging, but good. Relatively quiet with little traffic, and lots of 
shade. (4.5/5) 
 
Marshalling: The marshalling was really good, with marshals at all 
intersections, clear orders given for the 10/21 split. Very good. (5/5) 
 
Water points: As usual, I did not use the waterpoints as I was only 
doing the 10. But from what I could see, there were ample 
refreshments and good spirit at the waterpoints, especially at S4J. 
(5/5) 
 
Access and parking: I arrived quite early and had no problem finding 
parking close to the start. There really is a lot of safe parking 
available, and I had no problems parking or leaving afterwards. 
Afterwards I saw that some people did park quite far away, but that it 
is to be expected with such a large field. Excellent (5/5) 
 
Personal experience/value for money: Once the jostling over the 
first few hundred metres was negotiated, I had a good race. I lasted 
better on the hills than I thought I would and was very surprised to 
achieve negative splits on this route – my second half was about 50 
seconds faster than the first half, mostly thanks to the lovely 2km 
downhill stretch at the end. (5/5) 
 
Total: 35.5/50 (71%) This confirms that it was a good race, but a little 
attention to the walkers would go a long way to improving the score 
significantly. 

Gustav Brink (edited) 
 

Chamberlains 15 km: Just because it is a road race 
don’t think that every step is not being watched! 

 
Photo: Courtesy Grahame Gertsch 

 
 
 

 

CGA Racewalk Commission: 
Brenda Wakfer (Chairman) 
Johannes Mashego (Deputy Chairman) 
 

Additional members: 
Nthatisi Mokhele  
Thabiso Tsagane 
Aggreneth Mogots 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

SAMA Champs  
26 October 2019 SWD Oudtshoorn 
8-9 November 2019 Free State  Bloemfontein 
? 2020 SAMA Herman Immelman, Germiston 

 

International Championships 
20 Jul–1 Aug 2020 WMAC Outdoor   Toronto Canada   
6-12 April 2021  WMAC Indoor   Edmunton, Canada  
2021 -  AFMAC -   Nairobi Kenya. 
15-30 May 2021  WM   Kansai Japan   
2022 WMAC Indoor   Gothenburg Sweden 
20-23 Feb 2023 AFMAC   South Africa 

 
Source: Celeste Scheepers, Various 

 
 
 

 
Now that the 50 km championships and interprovincial competition is 
confirmed to be held in Pretoria there has been little rest for those on 
the Commission. 
 
The AGN team is large and management of the processes around 
ensuring that all goes well with the team is quite time consuming.  
 
Meanwhile on a personal level there is good and bad news. My 
training is going very well and the injuries of last year appear to be 
receding. I have been able to pick up a little speed without any further 
problems so far – I am still receiving treatment, but the walking 
horizon looks positive. Unfortunately my arthritis is currently attacking 
fingertip joints on the right hand and left wrist. So that even typing is 
rather difficult – look forward to a shorter newsletter in future if this 
does not improve! 
 
On that note I am still looking for volunteers to take over portions of 
the newsletter so that we can spread the load a bit. Let me know if 
you feel you can assist. 
 
Thank you very much for those that do send inputs, they are greatly 
appreciated and certainly add value to the newsletter. Thanks also to 
my wonderful wife Nadine, who spends hours every month doing a 
final edit and getting rid of all the silly errors that I make in 
capitalisation and grammar – at least after she has done her bit the 
result is readable! 
 
Make this YOUR newsletter rather than mine – be a part of the 
fabric of South African Racewalking. 
 
 
 

 
 

Chris Callaghan: Chrisc37@gmail.com 
Love Running: Sport for the Glory of God 

 
 
 
 
 
 

"To walk is to live, to walk fast is to live well." 
 

If you want to receive this newsletter in your inbox, you need to 
email me and ask. 

 If you find errors that need to be fixed let me know not anyone 
else! 

 

Contact me 

Masters News 

CGA News  

Editorial 

mailto:Chrisc37@gmail.com
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Athlete Event Gender ~Age Time %

Elsa Meyer AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 72 01:03:58 96.7%

Annatjie Greyvenstein AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 74 01:08:37 93.4%

Winnie Koekemoer SAMA Championships F 68 01:02:46 92.4%

Jodi Pastorino SAMA Championships F 82 01:21:40 92.4%

Lesley Van Buuren SAMA Championships F 57 00:54:21 92.2%

Wayne Snyman AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 34 00:41:11 91.3%

Heldegard Vey WPMA Grand Prix 3 F 78 01:16:48 90.1%

Peggy Reid WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 82 01:24:19 89.4%

Sandra Steenkamp AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 59 00:58:10 88.2%

Kevin Phillips SAMA Championships M 54 00:49:58 87.3%

Wendy Josephs SAMA Championships F 70 01:09:22 86.3%

Jos Els SAMA Championships F 67 01:06:26 86.0%

Frieda Blignaut WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 68 01:07:39 85.7%

Edna Brand WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 65 01:05:08 85.2%

Lebauf Von Beneke Grand Prix 3 M 54 00:51:44 84.3%

Birdie Pearson WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 70 01:11:03 84.2%

Cecile Kidson WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 75 01:17:35 84.1%

Carol- Anne Aver WPMA Grand Prix 3 F 73 01:14:55 84.0%

Retha  Knoetze Irene Grand Prix F 64 01:05:29 83.6%

David Morgan-Smith SAMA Championships M 80 01:11:23 83.2%

Carl Meyer Irene Grand Prix M 62 00:56:46 82.8%

Tebatso Mashimbyi Irene Grand Prix M 24 00:45:05 82.5%

Jurgen Spencer SAMA Championships M 75 01:06:50 82.3%

Johannes Van Zyl SAMA Championships M 70 01:02:34 82.3%

Erika Esterhuyse AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 72 01:15:27 82.0%

Manda Smook AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 69 01:12:06 81.7%

Mark Pellissier SAMA Championships M 45 00:49:50 81.2%

Frances Kichenbrand SAMA Championships F 57 01:02:03 80.8%

Sizwe Ndebele AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 25 00:46:14 80.4%

Zelda Schultz AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 27 00:51:10 80.3%

Mary Schipper WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 72 01:17:31 79.8%

Jan Bester AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 60 00:57:51 79.6%

Pam James WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 61 01:06:29 79.1%

Antonio Farmer Irene Grand Prix M 18 00:48:48 79.0%

Danie Labuschagne SAMA Championships M 63 01:00:13 78.9%

Celeste Scheepers Long SM Eskilstuna F 59 01:05:10 78.7%

Estien Van Wyngaardt Irene Grand Prix F 58 01:04:37 78.5%

Gail Williams WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 61 01:07:48 77.6%

Mariaan Serdyn SAMA Championships F 48 00:59:08 77.2%

Jacques Heymans AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 19 00:49:25 77.1%

Len Diedricks WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 74 01:10:32 76.9%

Mnisi Mthuyei Irene Grand Prix M 30 00:48:33 76.7%

Frederick Clements AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 76 01:12:48 76.7%

Isabel Roux SAMA Championships F 66 01:13:35 76.5%

Joseph Appel SAMA Championships M 49 00:54:45 76.4%

Erdine  Burger WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 62 01:09:47 76.3%

Christian Britz SAMA Championships M 55 00:57:39 76.3%

Megan Brennan WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 75 01:25:33 76.3%

Marissa Swanepoel CGA Trials F 17 00:55:13 76.2%

Tebogo Betana AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 24 00:48:48 76.2%

Lebobang Mbulawa CGA Trials M 17 00:51:18 76.1%

Johan Coetzee SAMA Championships M 60 01:00:40 75.9%

Isabelle Van der Schyf SAMA Championships F 52 01:02:31 75.9%

Jenn Marett CGA Trials F 67 01:15:27 75.7%

Meanri Erasmus AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 18 00:54:54 75.7%

Nthatisi Mokhele AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 25 00:54:16 75.7%

Fia Coetzee SAMA Championships F 57 01:06:16 75.6%

Thuto Mokoena CGA Trials M 16 00:52:23 75.6%

Petrus Van Aarde AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 16 00:52:28 75.5%

Syabonga Luvuno CGA Trials M 18 00:51:13 75.3%

2019 top performances 10km
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Keith Reynolds Irene Grand Prix M 52 00:56:57 75.3%

Ronelle Botha Irene Grand Prix F 57 01:06:38 75.2%

Bonnie Kosmas WPMA Grand Prix 3 F 76 01:28:33 75.1%

Alex Nyivana CGA Trials M 16 00:52:54 74.9%

Anthony Turner AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 69 01:08:02 74.7%

Celeste Ruck Irene Grand Prix F 54 01:04:55 74.7%

Jabulani Sithole AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 22 00:49:50 74.6%

Jaap Willemse Irene Grand Prix M 62 01:03:07 74.5%

Patrick Wonfor WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 73 01:11:59 74.3%

Siyabonga Luvuno AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 20 00:50:44 74.2%

Jackie Goosen WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 57 01:07:34 74.2%

Christopher Callaghan AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 66 01:06:31 73.8%

Bheki Mnyamana Grand Prix 3 M 17 00:53:20 73.2%

Gustav Brink AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 52 00:58:35 73.2%

Ebrahim Fisher WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 52 00:58:36 73.2%

Ashley Gabriel Irene Grand Prix M 27 00:50:50 73.1%

Marius Bosman WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 60 01:03:00 73.1%

Marne Van Dyk AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 70 01:21:51 73.1%

Carlyn Adams WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 55 01:07:03 73.1%

Elizabeth Nel WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 65 01:16:02 73.0%

Mthunzi Mnisi AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 30 00:51:09 72.8%

Sifiso Motebe CGA Trials M 16 00:54:31 72.6%

Deborah Herne Boths WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 53 01:06:15 72.4%

Tinkie Nortmann AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 58 01:10:04 72.4%

Nhanhla Ndlazi AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 16 00:54:53 72.2%

Trish Gilmour WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 55 01:07:55 72.1%

Classius Matseba AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 20 00:52:12 72.1%

Grahame Gertsch Irene Grand Prix M 62 01:05:14 72.0%

Hendry Smook SAMA Championships M 69 01:10:49 71.8%

Carol Rothero CGA Trials F 62 01:14:14 71.8%

Anne Johnson CGA Trials F 64 01:16:30 71.5%

Joy Sunderland WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 58 01:10:53 71.5%

Noelle Gertsch Irene Grand Prix F 62 01:14:39 71.4%

Ross McDonlad WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 46 01:02:41 71.3%

Julie Gower CGA Trials F 54 01:08:00 71.3%

Charlotte Kettlewell WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 70 01:24:10 71.1%

Douglas Hector SAMA Championships M 59 01:04:12 71.1%

Bennet De Klerk SAMA Championships M 52 01:00:27 70.9%

Raymond Fuller WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 61 01:05:45 70.8%

Rhoda Van Staden Irene Grand Prix F 38 00:59:31 70.7%

Adam Papier WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 56 01:02:52 70.6%

Judy Collins WPMA Grand Prix 3 F 65 01:18:48 70.4%

Wentsly Merkuur WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 19 00:54:15 70.2%

Kgosi Ngake CGA Trials M 17 00:55:46 70.0%

Dave Kirby WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 80 01:25:01 69.8%

Jack Rowe KZNA CHAMPS M 80 01:25:07 69.7%

Dave Ingram Irene Grand Prix M 58 01:04:51 69.7%

Keano Van Rooyen WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 16 00:56:57 69.5%

Nicolene Gerecke AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 60 01:14:44 69.5%

Ophelia Makgetha AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 16 01:01:29 69.3%

Phelelani Memela KZNA CHAMPS M 25 00:53:43 69.2%

Rene Tepper WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 69 01:25:14 69.1%

Lwando Nyivana AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 20 00:54:37 68.9%

Wessel Redelinghuys Irene Grand Prix M 71 01:15:42 68.9%

Sharon Troll KZNA CHAMPS F 59 01:14:58 68.4%

Jackie Joseph WPMA Grand Prix 3 F 70 01:27:55 68.1%

Dennis Hines WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 52 01:03:01 68.0%

Ethan Gertze WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 16 00:58:16 68.0%

Charlie Tholo Irene Grand Prix M 64 01:10:39 67.9%

Celia Human Irene Grand Prix F 60 01:16:31 67.9%

2019 top performances 10km Continued
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Koketso Legoale CGA Trials M 16 00:58:26 67.8%

Tiaano Walters WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 18 00:57:01 67.7%

Selwyn Harres CGA Trials M 72 01:18:06 67.6%

Sibonokuhle Zungu Grand Prix 3 M 17 00:57:48 67.6%

Eugene Lubbe AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 65 01:12:05 67.3%

Roy Whyte WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 72 01:18:28 67.3%

Sarel Smith CGA Trials M 60 01:08:28 67.3%

Karabo Sibeko CGA Trials M 36 00:56:26 67.2%

Udelle de Winnaar AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 22 01:01:10 67.1%

Douglas Meyer WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 59 01:08:08 67.0%

Kasie Schoeman AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 65 01:12:47 66.7%

Nashville Majiet WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 16 00:59:43 66.3%

Jacob Nel WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 42 00:59:38 66.3%

Martha Maputle SAMA Championships F 68 01:27:41 66.1%

Thubelihle Ghiltenge AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 25 01:02:12 66.0%

Fundiswa Sandi WPMA Grand Prix 3 F 38 01:03:51 65.9%

Ntsoaki Matsego CGA Trials F 58 01:17:05 65.8%

Owani Radebe CGA Trials M 19 00:57:59 65.7%

Jeanine le Febour KZNA CHAMPS F 50 01:11:03 65.5%

Cara Bester WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 16 01:05:05 65.5%

Stephanie van Zyl WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 17 01:04:31 65.2%

Jeanette Clements Irene Grand Prix F 73 01:36:35 65.2%

Sello Baloi AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 M 50 01:04:48 65.1%

Ross McDonald WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 25 00:57:15 64.9%

Bonga Ndika WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 19 00:58:53 64.7%

Klasie Schoeman Grand Prix 3 M 69 01:18:44 64.6%

Linah Nkosi CGA Trials F 55 01:15:58 64.5%

Ilse Merrick Irene Grand Prix F 54 01:15:12 64.4%

Conita van Rensburg AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 48 01:10:56 64.3%

Vincent Nhlapo Grand Prix 3 M 18 01:00:21 63.9%

Petro Van Jaarsveld WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 45 01:09:31 63.9%

Theresa van der Merwe CGA Trials F 50 01:12:53 63.8%

Leon Klopper Irene Grand Prix M 54 01:08:20 63.8%

Jabulani  Benzane CGA Trials M 21 00:58:22 63.7%

Katlego Ramakgoakgoa Irene Grand Prix F 17 01:06:05 63.7%

Nicholas Jefra WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 50 01:06:14 63.7%

Reon Jacobs WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 48 01:05:13 63.6%

Mandisa Nqayi WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 25 01:04:43 63.5%

Anne Race WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 50 01:13:32 63.3%

Dineo Ramakgoakgoa CGA Trials F 17 01:07:06 62.7%

Marionette Ingram AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 48 01:12:48 62.7%

Nothando  Sithole CGA Trials F 17 01:07:32 62.3%

Klaus Small SAMA Championships M 55 01:10:38 62.3%

Nicolas Jefra WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 50 01:07:50 62.2%

Rene Dick WPMA Grand Prix 3 F 55 01:18:54 62.1%

HILTON Donson WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 55 01:10:52 62.1%

Marietjie Louw AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 59 01:22:53 61.9%

Fanie Van Wyngaard Grand Prix 3 M 67 01:21:11 61.1%

Leza Buckle WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 43 01:11:56 60.7%

Allison De Wet WPMA Grand Prix 3 F 22 01:07:54 60.5%

Yvonne Mashishi Grand Prix 3 F 55 01:21:11 60.3%

Ronnie Adams WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 80 01:38:38 60.2%

Theresa Zgerski WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 46 01:14:46 60.0%

Sibusiso Sithole CGA Trials M 17 01:05:41 59.5%

Natalie Lubbe AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 35 01:09:58 59.3%

Sidney Samuels WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 61 01:18:49 59.0%

Elvirah Maphosa AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 18 01:10:27 59.0%

Nadine Visser Irene Grand Prix F 50 01:18:53 59.0%

Siphesihle Mnyandu KZNA CHAMPS M 25 01:03:20 58.7%

2019 top performances 10km Continued
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Anneline Maloney AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 50 01:19:26 58.6%

J Suttherland WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 25 01:10:32 58.2%

Jaco Barkhuizen AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 49 01:11:51 58.2%

Kgomotso Nkosi CGA Trials F 17 01:12:41 57.9%

Bonita Mostert Irene Grand Prix F 45 01:17:03 57.7%

Petro Miller WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 52 01:22:42 57.4%

Mike Evans WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 54 01:16:08 57.3%

CJ Dunn WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 25 01:11:45 57.2%

Malebo Matshaba CGA Trials F 16 01:15:26 56.5%

Siobhan Dunn WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 16 01:15:50 56.2%

Justine Jo Bester WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 25 01:13:07 56.2%

Siphiwe Mtshali CGA Trials M 35 01:07:54 55.6%

Giu Thomas WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 59 01:22:06 55.6%

Susan Blignaut AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 51 01:24:54 55.3%

Teresa Le Roux AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 55 01:28:46 55.2%

Gerhard Van Huysteen Irene Grand Prix M 48 01:15:28 55.0%

Khethiwe Khethiwe KZNA CHAMPS F 50 01:24:48 54.9%

At Van Jaarsveld WPMA Grand Prix 3 M 45 01:14:34 54.3%

Chene Kruger AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 1 F 45 01:23:10 53.4%

Stanford Brand WPA Race Walking Grand Prix M 53 01:21:22 53.1%

Tobie Reyneke Grand Prix 3 M 47 01:17:26 53.1%

Neilke Pretorius AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 33 01:17:56 52.9%

Jane Fuller WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 25 01:18:04 52.6%

Klaas Makhubela AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 M 51 01:20:50 52.6%

Teri Smith WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 F 25 01:18:06 52.6%

Eswee Walters WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 25 01:11:17 52.2%

Andries Dippenaar WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 45 01:19:30 50.9%

Nicholas Mentoor SAMA Championships M 40 01:17:06 50.5%

Lindiwe Ntuli CGA Trials F 19 01:22:36 49.7%

Lizel Plaatjies WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 44 01:29:31 49.2%

Jason Spenser WPMA Championship &  Grand Prix 2 M 25 01:17:18 48.1%

Charlene Ntlkwana WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 45 01:39:49 44.5%

Pulane Kole AGN Racewalk Grand Prix 2 F 45 01:44:47 42.4%

Patience ? WPA Race Walking Grand Prix F 34 01:39:49 41.4%

2019 top performances 10km Continued


